
Contracted-out  reconciliation for the 
Local Government Pension Scheme

What is changing?
HMRC is withdrawing its scheme-driven contracted-out 
query service at the end of December 2018. At that time 
it will issue a statement of contracted-out entitlement to 
all individuals on its records telling them which scheme 
is responsible for paying their contracted-out benefits. 
Funds will not be able to challenge this information 
directly with HMRC and will have to put these benefits 
into payment unless they can satisfy the member and 
potentially the Ombudsman of their inaccuracy.  

This means that:

•  individuals receiving a statement from HMRC will hold 
the Fund responsible for paying their contracted-out 
benefits after 2018

•  funds who have not reconciled their contracted-out 
records with HMRC before the end of December 2018 
will have no further opportunity to do so and must  
accept the HMRC records.

Risks of not reconciling  
contracted-out records
The risks for Funds that do not reconcile their data before 
December 2018 include:

•  being held responsible for paying benefits to members 
who have transferred out of the scheme or had a refund 
of contributions

•  members receiving an incorrect pension from the state 
or the Fund (the records held by HMRC will be used to 
calculate deductive amounts from an individual’s single 
tier state pension)

•  the contracted-out records and amounts held by 
HMRC at the end of December 2018 could be enforced 
which could have material implications on the Fund’s 
liabilities. Due to HMRC declaring that it holds 30% 
more contracted-out service records than schemes you 
could see your contracted-out liability increase by 30%

•  increased risk of member complaints and reputational 
risk if schemes do not reconcile contracted-out records.

Why reconcile contracted-out records?
It is important that Funds hold the correct contracted-
out records so that the member receives the correct:
•  single-tier state pension 
 -  this is reduced according to the member’s 

contracted-out earnings and service, including post 
1997 service and so an error in the contracted-out 
records could lead to a shortfall in the state pension 
paid to the member

•  pension from the right Fund 
and the Fund:
•  only pays a pension to those who are entitled to one 

under their scheme
 -  HMRC has stated that it holds 30% more member 

records than contracted-out schemes do and so 
accepting their records could lead to a 30% increase 
in contracted-out liabilities and membership, 
impacting the funding level and future contributions 
and benefits

•  protects itself against future claims
 -  e.g. from a member whose state pension is reduced 

due to incorrect record keeping by the Fund

In the past scheme administrators checked their 
contracted-out records against HMRC’s records  
when a member reached state pension age (SPA).  
If the records did not agree the scheme administrator 
would write to HMRC to query the amount and after 
sometimes protracted correspondence an amount  
would be agreed upon and put into payment.

FUNDS MUST ACT NOW IN 
ORDER TO MEET HMRC’S 
DEADLINE FOR AGREEING 
CONTRACTED-OUT 
LIABILITIES



THE FOLLOWING TABLE SETS OUT THE STAGES OF CONTRACTED-OUT  RECONCILIATION

What should Funds do?

Warning!!! It is expected that 
most public sector schemes will 
submit their queries to HMRC 
in spring/summer 2016. Act 
quickly to ensure that  
your queries are dealt  
with in the shortest 
possible time. 

Register for HMRC’s Scheme Reconciliation Services (SRS)

Initial data matching: compare your scheme’s contracted-out   
records against the data received from HMRC

Consider recommendations from initial matching report 

Query data with HMRC and agree correct contracted-out data for each member.
Rectification

DEADLINE APRIL 2016

DEADLINE DECEMBER 2018



Each step is described in more  
detail below
Register for HMRC’s Scheme Reconciliation  
Service (SRS)
The SRS allows pension scheme administrators to reconcile 
their own contracted-out records against the records held 
by HM Revenue and Customs (HMRC). April 2016 is the 
deadline for schemes to register for the SRS

Initial data matching
Your Fund’s contracted-out  records are compared 
against the data received from HMRC.

The initial matching report should identify:

1.  members held by the scheme but not by HMRC

2.  members held by HMRC but not by the scheme

3.  members who match but the data differs

4.  members who match and the contracted-out  
data matches

Match rates between scheme and HMRC records are 
generally low and the work required to reconcile the 
figures should not be underestimated.

This stage can take up to three months from receipt  
of data but we often provide a report more quickly.

Consider recommendations from initial matching report
Equiniti provides in-depth analysis and recommendations 
at this stage. We will meet with you to help you plan 
a reconciliation phase which focuses on resolving 
discrepancies that are important to your scheme and 
your members.

How Equiniti can help
Contracted-out reconciliation will require both automated data matching and  
substantial experienced resources and so represents a major challenge for  
schemes in terms of technology, expertise and sheer resources. 
Equiniti is a leading provider of discontinuance services 
for pension schemes and has an established Data 
Solutions division with highly automated contracted-out 
reconciliation software as well as access to thousands 
of experienced pensions experts and so we are able to 
provide flexible support to LGPS funds, allowing you to 
focus on delivering services to your members. 

We are already using our expertise in this field to assist 
a range of pension schemes, both public and private 
sector, including the LGPS, with our trusted and assured 
contracted-out reconciliation service, with over 5.5 million 
member records in progress to date. 

Our in-depth initial matching report will allow you 
to really understand the nature of the discrepancies 
between your contracted-out records and HMRC’s.  
Our experience tells us that it is worth carrying our 
detailed analysis up front in order to fully understand  
your issues, agree your objectives and create a plan  
to meet these by the December 2018 deadline.

We would be delighted to meet with you to share  
our experience and discuss the specifics of your Fund.

Query data with HMRC and agree correct contracted-
out data for each member
During this stage Funds should:

•  Resolve records with multiple issues across the HMRC  
and scheme data 

• Resolve disagreements over contracted-out records

•  Reconcile contracted-out records to within the  
agreed tolerance. 

Whilst it may seem a long time before the December 
2018 deadline, this stage of a reconciliation process 
can be very slow at times as more and more schemes 
draw upon HMRC’s already stretched resources. During 
this period HMRC could be dealing with queries from 
a population of well over 20 million members. Queries 
already submitted are facing waiting times of up to  
six months.

Rectification
Once contracted-out records are agreed, records  
will be updated on the administration system and  
any payment adjustments made, including any over  
or under payments. 

Rectification should run in parallel to the reconciliation.

Making complex 
things simple
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Contact Equiniti to find out more:
Virginia Burke 
Call 07436 270137 or 
email virginia.burke@equiniti.com

Chris Devlin 
Call 07909 888 045 or  
email chris.devlin@equiniti.com

Why Equiniti?
Equiniti’s dedicated contracted-out reconciliation team:

•  Are already carrying out contracted-out 
reconciliation services for over 25% of the UK’s 
contracted-out membership

•  Are experienced and specialists in this field

•  Focus on offering guidance and support to 
schemes on all aspects of the contracted-out 
reconciliation process

•  Achieve excellent standards of efficiency and 
cost effectiveness through the use of highly 
automated processes and contracted-out 
reconciliation engines

•  Offer regular, transparent, comprehensive and 
easy to understand reports and meetings


